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PREFACE 
The virtual January meeting of the Southern California Home Shop
Machinists was called to order at 2:04 p.m. on Saturday, January 2,
2021. We met in the cloud from our individual homes via Zoom. There
were 32 members in attendance.
CLUB BUSINESS –
Went prompting himself to ask about any new members, Doug told a
story about running into an old club member that he did not recognize.
He did, however, recognize the SCHSM hat he was wearing. He went
up and introduced himself and found that he was talking to David
Scott. Dave had not been to any meetings in some time but was
interested in reconnecting with the group. Doug put him in touch with
Larry McDavid to get him reinstated with the groups.io group and
forwarded him the link to today’s meeting. David was in attendance.
Welcome back.

via Zoom

Several members were inquiring about Lewis Sullivan and his contact
information. Millar posted Lewis’s phone number in the chat board
during the meeting. The several members that had been in contact
with Lewis reported that he was in good spirits and recovering well.
Jim Endsley reported that there was no new activity regarding the club
treasury.
Doug mentioned that he and his wife visited Gunther’s Yard on Sunday
Dec 6th and were there for about an hour but saw no signs of any
other SCHSM members.
Fred Bertsche reported on the progress he and Willie Jordan had made
on the election candidate search. Willie had not been able to
participate much due to the recent passing of his father. We all extend
our condolences to Willie and his family for his loss. Fred offered to be
club secretary and take over the Newsletter. Ron proposed alternating
years if Fred so wished. This will remain tbd. John Miller volunteered to
run again for the VP role.
SHOW and TELL
Larry McDavid showed pictures of his 24” DiAcro finger brake and the
further repairs he made to it. It needs to be pointed out that last
month’s Newsletter contained some content that had not yet been
presented and was intended for the January meeting. An email with a
large selection of photos and descriptive text was sent to yours truly last
month as a precursor to the January meeting but in the panic of last

minute Newsletter editing the December and
January content became jumbled together.
This brake is about 50 years old and Larry has had it
for ~ 30 years. As was reported in last month’s
newsletter, Eldon made a batch of 1” and ½” wide
fingers to fill out the complete 24” wide capacity of
the brake. However, when Larry mounted all 24” of
fingers he noted that the upper assembly was not
lifting symmetrically. The left side was lifting but the
right side was still resting on the platform. Prompted
by Dan Snyder’s recent presentation on the
disassembly and assembly of his smaller but similar
brake, Larry tore into his machine and found that
the rightside spring, responsible for lifting the upper
clamping shelf, had broken into several small
chunks or had been replaced with these small
chunks. The old spring was made from
.107" OD wire in a 7/8” diameter coil. The new

The big nuts on the top could then be adjusted to
get equal clamping force across the entire front
when the clamp lever is actuated.

spring used .103” OD wire in a 7/8” diameter coil.
This was close enough to be useful. The image
below shows the recess where the spring had to fit.

The overall length had to be cut down using his
Wilton chop saw. He cut the length so that the
spring, when fully compressed into its recess, would
never fully collapse. After mounting the spring into
position and assembling the upper finger support
arm, he was pleased to see that the arm was lifting
the fingers off of the lower table as it should.

He pointed out a couple of small cap head screws
that were located behind the large nuts. These
smaller cap head screws pressed on 3/8”
hardened steel pins that form the rear rocking
fulcrum for the finger arm assembly. These allow
the fingers to be adjusted for level clamping action
for any thickness metal inserted into the brake.
One of the pins was missing so he used a 3/8”
dowel pin to restore this functionality. He did not
like having to keep an Allen wrench around just for
making the adjustment, so he opted to add Shear
Lok knobs on each of the screw heads to allow
easy adjustment by hand.
Pressing the plastic knobs on the heads of the SHS
requires quite a bit of force so he opted to use his
hydraulic press but he needed a tool to do this.
The needed tool was simply a rod with a hole in the
center large enough to accommodate the
threaded portion of the screws. The rod would
then transfer the force to the underside of the
screw head. Since he uses these Shear Lok screws
quite often, he decided to make a couple of tools
that would cover all the different sized screws he
regularly uses and made them long enough to

handle any reasonable thread length he may
need in the future. By using different sized holes at
each end, each tool could handle at least two
screw sizes. He chose to use some 12L14 stock he
had on hand since it machines so well. He then
gave them a black oxide coating using his Caswell
process.

*******
Ron Gerlach talked about a variety of items he has
been busy with since last month. He talked about
recovering an annular cutter that had been
scrapped, a 3D modeling and printing project, an
application of hard turning with CBN inserts and a
new low cost USB digital microscope. The annular
cutter, sometimes referred to as a Slugger bit, was
given to Ron by Frank Schettini after his demo at
the October 2019 SCHSM meeting. Frank was

demonstrating how the Mag Drill worked with these
annular cutters. The damaged cutter was too
damaged to use and presumably too damaged to
sharpen since it was missing a big chunk and one
of its four teeth. Since Ron had the means to
sharpen this tool and wanted practice on setting
up the tool cutter to achieve the various
geometries present on these unique cutters. The
first step was to use a cutoff wheel to remove all
traces of any cutting edges and fractured HSS
material.

Next task was to cut the primary reliefs at 6o and
the secondary reliefs at 150 using a conventional
grinding wheel. Once these were cut, the basic

shape of the teeth
were established. Next
up was to gash the
spaces between the
teeth with a CBN dish
wheel to further define
and refine the leading
cutting edges. The
result was a slightly
shorter but very
useable annular cutter.

The 3D modeling project was initiated by a friend
who was restoring a 1929 Oldsmobile. There is a
housing at the rear of the transmissions on these
vehicles that serves as an oil seal and power take
off for the speedometer cable. These 90+ year old
designs used Zinc alloy die cast for the fabrication
of the part. But as is very common, these Zinc
alloy parts deteriorate badly over time. They
expand, crack and generally fall apart. His friend

This was 3D printed by a service located in San
Diego. They used a very tough Nylon based plastic
and produced a beautiful 3D part. The part fit

had several old parts, seen in the above images,
that were in pieces. Armed with these chunks of
the part plus the transmission itself, he carefully
measured, estimated and guestimated the various
dimensions and created a 3D model in Onshape.

nicely into place thus proving the validity of the
measurements and guestimates. A few minor
tweaks were made to the model and it is currently
out to be CNC milled.

He was able to dress it to a reasonable edge again
with a diamond lap and finished the job. When the
boring bar was kept short it left a really nice finish in
the hardened metal. The last few thousandths
were removed by grinding. Here is the finished
adapter with the 4C collet socket and a shot of the

The hard turning discussion centered around a
need he had to cut a 4C collet socket into a
hardened steel faceplate for his Myford OD
grinder. The faceplate had the special Myford 120
taper on one end and a flat face on the other end
and with a ¾” ID hole through the center. He tried
grinding the ID but that was a very slow process
since it needed to be opened up by almost .2”. He
tired boring it with carbide inserts but it was too
tough. He then bought some CBN tipped inserts
which are capable of cutting even hardened
steel.

adapter mounted in the workhead with a collet
installed.

The key is a sturdy setup and taking small cuts of .
005”. The main bore proved to be problematic
since the boring bar was just not stiff enough. It
chattered badly and shattered the little CBN tip.

During the annual cutter sharpening he found that
he had to frequently move around to the back side
of the tool grinder to see the actual progress. To get
around this he bought an economical USB based
digital microscope.

It came with a sturdy flex mounting stand which he
adapted to the top of his workhead. With that he

was able to see the progress of each grinding
step in real time.

Sullivan that he needed to roll some steel to make
the wheels. To his surprise, Lewis showed up at one
of the meetings with a couple of nicely rolled
bands. Millar then CNC plasma cut the spokes and
welded them up. The narrow wheels help keep the
whole cart width to a minimum. The cart design
allows the cylinders to be mounted one in front of
the other. The job came out quite nice.
Next from Millar was a stand he made to mount his
Milwaukee Porta Saw in a vertical position to allow
it to be used as a vertical bandsaw.

*******
Don talked about the speed control he finally
added to his 12” lathe. He bought the VFD years
ago but just never got around to hooking it up.
He used his video camera to show the setup in his
shop.
Don also asked about adding weights to keep his
dipole antenna tight during windy days and
between hot and cold temperature changes. He
talked about placing magnets in copper pipes
with the mistaken understanding that it would pull
on the line. It was explained to him by several
members that the magnet in the copper pipe
technique just acts like a brake and resists
movement. All he needed to do was to add
some weights to pull down and have the rope
extend over a pulley to the antenna. This would
keep a constant tension on the wire of the
antenna.
*******
Millar discussed and showed images of his various
plasma cutting/welding projects that have been
occupying his time lately. There was a skinny
welding cart, a stand to mount his Milwaukee
porta saw, a grinding table and a belt grinder.
The skinny welding cart
was motivated by a need
to minimize the floor space
or more specifically the
floor width so that it would
fit neatly into the available
space along one of the
shop walls. It wasn’t clear
whether this was his own
design or something he
derived from some online
source. It all started with
the wheels. He had
mentioned to Lewis

It was a clever design that fully supports the tool in
a stable configuration. No securing hardware was
needed. He merely drilled out a hole through the
handle to accept a steel rod.

The third item from Millar was the grinding table
that served a multitude of functions. It supports his
belt grinder, has storage racks for sanding belts, a
vise, working table space and a rack for his angle
grinders. He also added some nice homemade
wooden storage drawers to stash misc. stuff need
for regular use.

*******
Doug started a discussion about moving his
Bridgeport mill from its current location to some yet
TBD location. There were a variety of suggestions
such as getting it onto and strapped down to a
pallet and then using a pallet jack to move it
around. Others suggested renting a dropdown
trailer that would allow the mill, if secured to a pallet,
to be simply rolled onto the trailer with the pallet
jack. Others advocated using a professional mover
or rigger. Several mentioned Gabriel who is a local
Socal mover that operates at very low costs and
provides very economical moving. His cell number is
626 8629160.
*******
Don discussed his plans to cut off one arm of his
depth gauge which would allow it to reach into
close quarters.
*******
Last up was John Miller who showed the three
sheet metal scoops he made when he was in 7th
grade along with his brothers Jim and Bob. They
formed the metal on a brake and soldered the
seams together with leaded solder. They have held
up well all these years.

Last up was the nice and versatile belt grinder
which was a popular design by Jeremey Schmidt.
He had previously shown us a bunch of the plasma
cut parts he had fabricated for this build. It is now
all welded together and functional.

One of the handiest features he added was the
round over adapter that allowed a part to be
mounted on a central hole and the part rotated as
it pressed against the grinding belt. Another nice
feature of the grinder is the large contact wheel
that can be used for hollow grinding for such things
as knife blades.

************************************************
SCHSM welcomes presentations by members or guest speakers on any subject related to metal working
activities. If you have some knowledge or experience you feel may be of interest to our members, or if you
know someone that may have something interesting to relate, please consider making a presentation at a
meeting. Presentations may be a little longer and more detailed than a show and tell, and may be
accompanied by slides, video, or physical displays. Probably every member has some experience they can
share, and this is the purpose of SCHSM. Please contact President Doug Walker to make arrangements to
give a presentation.
SCHSM met in Classroom AJ115 on the first floor of the Industry and Technology building of El Camino
College, 16007 Crenshaw Blvd. Torrance, California, at 2:00 p.m. on the first Saturday of every month until
March of this year. Meetings are now held via Zoom. This will continue until at least March of next year.
If you would like to contribute an article to this newsletter, or make a comment, contact the editor, Ron
Gerlach. He can be reached via the SCHSM Groups.io Group, or at r7734g@hotmail.com.
Find us on the web at www.schsm.org.

